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CONVERGENCE IN TRACE IDEALS1

B. SIMON2

Abstract. We give an elementary proof of a theorem of Arazy which presents

necessary and sufficient conditions on a symmetric sequence so that the associated

symmetrically normed trace ideal has the property that if A„ -» A in the weak

operator topology and \\A„\\ -» \\A\\, then \\A„ — A\\ ->0.

Let $ be a symmetric norm on finite sequences, i.e. a norm invariant under

permutations and depending only on the absolute values of the coordinates. Let s»

be the associated maximal sequence space, i.e. those sequences x = {x„} with

$(x) = lim,,.^ <l>((x,, . . ., x„, 0,. . . )) < oo and let i^ be the corresponding trace

ideal, i.e. those compact A for which \A\ has eigenvalues nx(A) > ¡i^A) > • • • > 0

with { ¡¿¡(A)} G Sq. We set &(A) = $({ /*,(/!)}). To avoid certain technical ques-

tions we deal here with the maximal spaces but it is easy to extend our analysis to

general symmetrically normed sequence spaces.

Here we are concerned with the following convergence property for $$:

Definition. We say that 3> has property (1) if and only if for all sequences

{An} c 5^ and A G $#, we have that if A„—> A in the weak operator topology and

if <&(An) -► $04), then <f>(A - A„) -» 0.
For Í» = %p, 1 <p < oo, one can conclude that $ has property (1) from the

known uniform convexity of 5p [6] and the elementary fact that for sequences in

S , weak operator convergence is equivalent to weak Banach space convergence.

For $ = $pw, 1 <p < oo, with the Calderón norm

*(x) = suplAT'-^'lJxJ + • • • +|xJ]U„ . . . ,/, district}

it is easy to see that property (1) fails. For $ = 5, Griimm [5] proved the weaker

result than property (1) where weak operator convergence of An to A is replaced by

strong operator convergence of An and A* to A and A* respectively. In [7], we

conjectured that property (1) holds for 5,. Independently, Arazy found an elemen-

tary proof for 5, which he did not publish until recently as an appendix to [3].

Recently, Arazy began a progam of relating general properties of i4 to the

corresponding properties of s^. In response to [2], we suggested that property (1)

might be equivalent to

Definition. We say that 4> has property (2) if and only if for all sequences

{x(A:)} c J* and x G s^, we have that if xf> -» x„ for each « and if <&(xiky) -* $(x),

then <3>(xw - x) -> 0.
-
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Arazy then proved

Theorem 1 ([3]). $ has property (1) if and only if $ has property (2).

While [3} is short, it depends upon the rather elaborate machinery of [1]. Our

goal here is to give a "bare hands" proof of Theorem 1. Since s$ can be considered

in $9 as diagonal matrices in some fixed basis, it is obvious that property (1)

implies property (2), so we concentrate on the converse direction. We begin with a

preliminary about sequence spaces.

Definition. We say that i> has property (3) if and only if x,y G s^ with

0 < x„ < yn and <&(x) = <&(y) implies that x = y.

Lemma 1. If & has property (2), it has property (3).

Proof. (This is essentially Proposition 2 of [3] but we give an independent

proof.) Suppose that property (3) fails and pick x =£y with <&(x) = &(y), 0 < xn <

yn. Since <E>(z) is monotone in |z,|, we can increase some x, and suppose without loss

that Xj = y, for ally but one and by symmetry we may suppose that it is for j = 1

that Xj ¥= yr Since yx > 0, we can suppose that yx = 1. Let /(A) =

$((A>y2>y3' •••))• By hypothesis,/is constant on the nonempty interval (x„ 1) and

obviously / is convex in X and obeys /(-A) = /(A). It follows that / is constant on

(-1, 1) so

H(o,y2,...,yk,...)) = Why» ■■■))■ (i)

Now let

x<*> = (y2, . . . ,yk, \,yk + x, ...),       x(oo) = (y2, . . . ,yk, ...).

Then clearly x™ -> xJJ00) for all « and by symmetry and (1), <E>(xw) = $(x(o0)). But

4Xx<°°> - *<*>) > $((1 - yk + 1, 0, 0, . . . ))

does not converge to zero so condition (2) fails.    □

Remark. It is evident that condition (3) fails for Í in the Calderón norm which

is probably the easiest way to see that conditions (1) and (2) fail.

We also need several properties of 5^ as preliminaries.

Lemma 2. Let 4> be arbitrary. Then

(a) // P is an orthogonal projection and Q = 1 — P, and if A G í^, then PAP +

QAQ G $q and

<I>(PAP + QAQ) < ®(A). (2)

(b) If A* A and B*B lie in 5„, so does A* Band

®(A*B) < &(A*A)l/2>!>(B*B)l/2. (3)

(c) // A)p -> A<J), j = 1, . . . , k, weakly with A^>, ̂ ei, then we can find an

increasing sequence of finite rank projections Pn with j-lim Pn = 1 and

^(PnAfPn-A^)^0,      y-1,...,*.
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Proof, (a) This is a result of Gohberg and Krefn [4]; here is an elegant

"folklore" proof which we learned from Arazy: Let U be the unitary operator

P - Q. Then PAP + QAQ =\(A + UAU~l) so (2) follows from ^(UAU'1) =

(b) This is trivial if A or S is zero. So, without loss, we can suppose that

<S>(A*A) = <P(B*B) = 1. Since

H„(A*)h(B) < ¡{ ^(A*)2 + M2] = f [ K{A*A) + ti„(B*B)]

we have using Theorem 2.8 of [7]

<S>(A*B) = H^A'B)) < Qi^A*)^)) < l[*(A*A) + *(B*B)].

(c) We consider the case k = 1. The general case is similar. Let R„ be any

sequence of increasing, finite rank, projections with j-lim Rn = 1 and let Qn = 1 —

Rn. Then *(£„) = ^(RnAQn + Q„AR„ + QnAQJ ̂  0 so pick «,(/) so with 9(ÊJ
< \/2J for n > «,(7). Now pick n2(J) inductively so that n2(J) > n2(J — 1) and

for n > n2(J). This may be proved by the supposed weak convergence. Now let

Pn = Rn¿j)    ifn2(7)<«<«20+ O

and note that

*(PnAnP„ -a)< 2/y

if n > n2{j).   □

The following result about property (3) is of some independent interest.

Theorem 2. Let $ obey property (3). Suppose that A„, A G 9$, &(An) -» <fr(A) and

An^> A in the weak operator topology. Then j4„ —» A in the strong operator topology.

Remark. This result and Griimm's theorem for 5, imply property (1) for a,.

Proof. Let nn(A)be the singular values of A and let <pn be the orthonormal set of

eigenvectors of |v41 with \A\(pm = ju,m<¡pm and let \pm be an orthonormal basis for

(Ranl^l)-1 so that {<pm} u {ipm} is orthonormal basis. Since ||£|| < c4>(2?), the

\\A„\\ are uniformly bounded, so it suffices to show that limn_>0O||(yln - A)-q\\ = 0

for each tj G (<pm) u {*Pm}- Because of the weak convergence, it suffices to prove

that a = lim\\Anri\\ < \\At¡\\. We consider the case -q = <p2. The case for other <p„

and for the t¡/n is similar. Suppose we prove that for each /,

m nx, a, ¿i3, u4, . . . , n„ 0, 0, ...))< $( n¡). (4)

Then, by property (3), a < /^ and we are done.

Let y¡ = n^A<p¡, so the y¡ are an orthonormal set. Let P, be the projection onto

the orthogonal complement of yx, v3, v4, . . ., y,. Let tj, = y,, tj3 = yj,...,% — yt

and define

t,2"> = PtAjpJWP^jPiW

(by the weak convergence (1 — P,)Antp2 —* 0 so unless a = 0, in which case the

result is trivial, there is a subsequence «, with \\P¡An <p2|| =£ 0 for all /). Since {t/,}'_i
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and {<?,}'_! are orthonormal sets, we have that (see Proposition 2.6 of [7])

*((ni, 4,vi), (^n), 4,. %). • • • ) < *v4,>- (5)

But (tja, A„<pk) -» nk for k =£ 2 and to a for & = 2 and thus since we are dealing

with finite sequences, the left side of (5) converges to the left side of (4). By

hypothesis, the right side converges.   □

Corollary 1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold, then \An\ -» \A\, \A*\ -» \A*\

both strongly.

Proof. Since <b(B) = $(5*) and weak convergence of An to A implies weak

convergence of A * to A *, we have strong convergences of A * and An to A* and A

respectively. Because of the uniform bound on \\An\\, A*An^>A*A strongly, so

that \An\ -+\A\ by the strong continuity of the map B t-*VB on positive operators.

D

Lemma 3. Let $ have property (2). Let Pn be a sequence of finite rank projections so

that ®(P„A„Pn - A)^>0, F„-»l, strongly, and suppose that <b(An)-> ®(A). Let

Qn = l-Pn.Then*(QnAnQn)^0.

Proof. Let Bn = QnA„Qn + PnAnP„. Using (2)

*(PnAnP„) < *(*„) < <S>(An)

so

*(*„)-> *(>*)■ (6)

Let x(n) be the sequence obtained by first listing all the singular values of P„A„Pn

including enough zeros to have dim P„ entries and then all the singular values of

Q„A„Qn. Let x be the sequence of singular values of A. Since

\\PnAnPn-A\\^0

we have that

x<"> -* x,

for each finite ;'. By (6), <J>(x(n)) -» $(x) and thus, by the assumed property (2)

<D(x(n) - x) ^ 0. (7)

Let y(n) be the sequence of singular values of PnA„Pn followed by zeros. By

Theorem 1.20(a) of [7]

<S>(y^-x)<®(P„A„Pn-A)^0

and thus, using (7)

$(Q„AnQ„) = 4>(^(n) - x(n)) ^0.   □

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that An->A weakly and <P(A„) —► <b(A). Since $

has property (2), it has property (3) by Lemma 1 and therefore by Corollary 1

\An\ -» \A\, \A*\ -» \A*\ strongly. Thus by Lemma 2(c), we can find an increasing

sequence of projections Pn so that <S>(P„A„Pn - A)^>0, ®(P„\A„\Pn - |v4|)->0,
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9(Pn\A*\Pn - |yi*|)->0. Since $(£) = 4>(5*) = $(|5|), we can use Lemma 3 to

conclude that

*(&ki&) + hqm:\q») + *(&¿fi.)-»o.
But, by Lemma 2(b),

<t>{pnAnQn) < *ujm = *(Ki,/2(Mjl/2a))

<^KI)I/2*(fi.l4,|ß,),/a->o

and similarly «(ß,^^.) = ®(PnA*Qn) -» 0. Thus

*(4, - ¿) < ^(F„>inFn - A) + *(QnAnPn) + *(QnA„Qn) + *(QaAnPn)

converges to zero,    fj

It is a pleasure to thank Jonathan Arazy for valuable discussions.
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